KARNATAKA RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED

FRAME WORK FOR ALLOTMENT OF SMALL HYDRO PROJECTS

Following frame work for allotment of small hydro projects has been in place.

A. Responsibilities of KREDL

1) KREDL receives applications from private entrepreneurs to establish Small Hydro Projects (below 25 MW capacity) for self identified potential sites. The developers interested to establish Mini/Small hydel Projects are required to submit application in prescribed format.

2) The developers are required to submit the following supporting documents along with duly filled in prescribed application format.
   a) Prescribed application & DD. Processing fee in the Form of DD drawn in favour of Managing Director, KREDL, Bangalore.
   b) Pre-Feasibility Report containing all General, Technical & Financial aspects of the Project.
   c) Financial Statements like Audited Balance sheet for previous three years, Income Tax Return Statements, Profit & loss account statements, Net worth, Company Incorporation Certificate, PAN Card copy, passport size photo of the applicant etc. In case of new company, the details about individual directors shall be furnished.
   d) Full size Topo sheet with clear Markings of the project duly signed by the authorized signatory.
   e) Resolution of the Board of Directors authorizing one of the Directors to sign application MOU/Agreement (IA) and other relevant papers etc.

Incomplete applications & applications without the above documents or prescribed fee are being rejected at KREDL.

3) The details are verified as per the Check-List. There is a comprehensive Check list containing details about applicant, Company, fee paid, Technical details of the Project & other Projects in the vicinity of the proposed scheme.

4) If there is any overlapping with the existing or proposed project, the application will be rejected.

5) The Company should have minimum Net worth of 30% of the total Project cost.

6) If the proposal is in close vicinity of Tourist Spot, Bird & Wild life sanctuaries and National parks, Eco-sensitive zones, restricted areas, places of public importance, Monuments etc. the proposal will be rejected.

7) If the proposal is in the close vicinity of any of the KPCL's existing or proposed Projects, feed back from KPCL is being obtained before submitting the proposal to Energy Department.
8) Applications complete in all respects are being submitted along with one set of all supporting documents received along with the application to Energy Department for placing before the Allotment Committee.

B. Responsibilities of Energy Department

1) Energy department scrutinizes the details contained in the check list with respect to documents.
2) If any additional details or clarifications on any of the details furnished are required, Energy Department directs KREDL to obtain the missing or clarification from the applicants and submit the same.
3) Overlapping details are being verified.
4) Preparation Agenda notes for Allotment Committee Meeting
5) Preparation of Check list for placing before the Allotment Committee.
6) Placing of applications complete in all respects before the Allotment Committee.

C. Responsibilities of Allotment Committee

1) To ensure that allotments are made as per the notified RE Policy 2009-2014 especially in Western Ghats districts where maximum capacity considered for allotment is 5.00 MW only, but the actual capacity may go up to 10.00 MW.
2) To ensure that the proposals do not overlap with any of the existing or proposed projects of KPCL and other developers.
3) To ensure that the proposals are not in close vicinity of Tourist Spot, Bird & Wild life sanctuaries and National parks, Eco-sensitive zone, restricted areas, places of public importance, Monuments etc.
4) To ensure that the Proposals will not hamper any of the Government Projects like drinking water scheme, irrigation scheme etc.
5) To ensure that the Proposals will not jeopardize public interest.
6) To ensure that there is no problem for Power evacuation for the proposals.
7) To check previous project allotments made to the Developer, progress of commissioning of the allotted projects, progress of obtaining statutory clearances etc. If, any of the developer has not commissioned more than 50% of the already allotted capacity, his request for fresh allotment may not be considered.

[Signature]
Managing Director
KREDL